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Abstract
Generating a zero-knowledge proof of the execution of a software program is a task that has
been solved in theory many years ago, but in practice many hurdles remain to be overcome.
In this paper, we explore the results of our work trying to solve this problem in the most
generic way, using the isekai verifiable computation framework. In addition to the issues we
have faced, we also show some optimizations that we found along the way and demonstrate
how we used our project to benchmark several zero-knowledge proofs systems.

This document was written in response to the call for papers of the 3rd ZKProof Workshop, under
the Systematization-of-Knowledge track.
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Background and Motivation

Zero-knowledge proofs is a very active field of research. New proof systems are being discovered
regularly, with each one having unique properties that make it relevant for some use cases. We
can for instance cite:
• recently proposed schemes based on Polynomial Commitments such as Marlin [CHM+ 19] or
Plonk [GWC19], which have a universal trusted setup;
• Bulletproofs [BBB+ 17] which is based on the discrete logarithm problem and require no
trusted setup;
• schemes such as ZK-STARKS [BSBHR18] and Fractal [COS19], which are based on Interactive Oracle Proofs and provide post-quantum resistance;
• and ZK-SNARKs [Gro16], which have constant proof size.
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However the variety of the systems is also a curse because it is difficult to evaluate and compare
all of them.
Although zero-knowledge proofs (ZKP) are defined over any formal language, most ZKP implementations are specific to a particular zero-knowledge scheme, usually implemented by the team
who wrote the scientific paper, and based on low-level ZKP friendly language such as QAP, R1CS
or circuit. Other implementations are usually wrappers over one zero-knowledge scheme implementation and are usually based on a domain-specific or even a low-level language. Examples of
such projects are ZoKrates [ET18], c0c0 [KZM+ 15], Circom1 and snarky2 .
There are a few implementations that do consider high-level languages, but they are all dedicated
to C and ZK-SNARKs. Also, these implementations are more than five years old and do not seems
to be under active development. We can cite the seminal paper of Pinocchio [PGHR13] and the
improvements made in Geppetto [CFH+ 14], Pantry [BFR+ 13], which bring dynamic memory but
at a high cost, TinyRAM [BSCG+ 13] which significantly improves dynamic memory performance
though a permutation network and Buffet/pequin [WSH+ 14] which removes some of TinyRAM’s
overhead.
In light of those observations we have decided to work on a middleware that would consume
computer programs written in popular high level programming languages and be able to integrate
with existing ZKP systems. Our work is based on Pinocchio and extends it in several ways. Our
approach is unique in the sense that we do not know of any other project that supports natively
several high-level programming languages and several zero-knowledge schemes. This paper is a
journey into the making of isekai3 , an open-source verifiable computation middleware developed
by Sikoba Research.
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Introduction

isekai is a verifiable computation framework whose aim is to allow users to work with their preferred programming language, while being able to choose between multiple verifiable computation
systems. Thus they can test multiple options without having to make difficult choices at the
beginning of a project.
The central ingredient of isekai is R1CS as defined in [BCG+ 13]. isekai transforms a program into
a system of constraints that are satisfied by the execution trace of the program. ZKP systems can
then apply cryptographic functions to this set of equations. R1CS is a low-level language that can
represent any arbitrary arithmetic or Boolean circuit and can be reformulated for use in specific
ZKP systems. We refer the reader to the previous ZKProof workshop 4 to see why it has become
a standard.
In practice, isekai converts the input program into LLVM Bitcode5 , which is in turn transformed
into a circuit representation. The main components of isekai are:
1. The frontend, which parses source code and transforms it into an intermediate form;
2. The backend, which takes the intermediate form and produces either an arithmetic or
Boolean circuit;
3. The reducer, which takes the arithmetic (or Boolean) circuit and produces R1CS with its
assignments;
1 https://github.com/iden3/circom
2 https://github.com/o1-labs/snarky
3 https://github.com/sikoba/isekai
4 https://zkproof.org/events/#0ea671e4-da62-7
5 https://llvm.org/docs/LangRef.html
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4. The prover, which takes R1CS and generates a proof of execution.
This modular architecture allows for a simple workflow that follows a waterfall pattern (see figure 1). It has been designed to facilitate the support of additional programming languages, the
integration of several zero-knowledge proof libraries and the implementation of common high-level
programming language features.

Source code

-

IR

-

Circuit

-

R1CS

-

Proof

Figure 1: isekai workflow

In this paper we explain several techniques that we have used for integrating generic computer
programs and several ZKP systems. The main contributions of the paper are the following:
• Handling of LLVM Control flow
• Optimisations around dynamic memory access
• Benchmarking of ZKP systems
The remaining part of the paper is structured as follow. In Section 3 we expose the issues we
faced when parsing LLVM bitcode, in section 4 we explain some non-determinism optimisations
we found and in section 5 we present benchmarks of several ZKP system, as measured with isekai.
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LLVM Frontend

Many programming languages exist and are in use nowadays, each one having various unique
features. To name a few, we can think of pointers and pre-processor for C, STL in C++, OOP for
Java, the memory model of Rust, functional programming with Haskell, and so on.
Trying to support several languages natively would obviously be a never ending task. Instead,
we want to benefit from compilers, and in particular their internal representation of source code,
which is both language and hardware independent. This is why we decided to use LLVM which
provides a compiler toolchain targeting arbitrary programming languages and exposing compiler
modules.

-

Lexer

-

Parser

-

Semantic
Analyser

Figure 2: Pipeline of a Compiler’s Frontend
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- IR Generator

3.1

LLVM Bitcode

LLVM bitcode aims to be a “universal IR” of sorts, by being at a low enough level such that highlevel ideas may be cleanly mapped to it, while being independent of any hardware component. One
particularly attractive feature of LLVM bitcode is the Static Single Assignment (SSA) representation. This means that each variable in LLVM is assigned exactly once. This property is useful
for many compiler optimisations and at first glance it seems well adapted to R1CS representation,
although there are many subtleties to take into account.
Integer type
We only support the integer type of LLVM, which can have an arbitrary (but known at compile
time) bit width. Arithmetic operations must then be done modulo the bit width, which is not
compatible with the modulo-p arithmetic of the R1CS. As a result there is an induced cost in term
of overflow checks.
Programming Language
isekai is currently able to parse LLVM bitcode which is generated from C or C++ source code. It
should be easy to adapt isekai to work with bitcode compiled from other languages. Languages
with LLVM compliers include C, C++, C#, Crystal, D, Haskell, Julia, Kotlin, Lua, Objective-C
and Rust.

3.2

Control flow

Even if a variable is assigned at only one instruction thanks to SSA representation, this instruction
is not necessarily called only once, as blocks (of instructions) can be re-entered. This is typically
the case with loops. On the other hand, the arithmetic circuits that we want to generated are DAG
(directed acyclic graph) whose vertices are operators having inputs represented by its incoming
edges and outputs by the outgoing edges. Operators, as their name suggests, are doing arithmetic
operations on integers (e.g addition and multiplication). Boolean circuits are defined in a similar
way using boolean operations.
As you can see there is no form of loop or jump. Loops must then be represented by duplicating
the code, constrained by a maximum number of iterations when the bound is not known at compile
time. For performance reasons, the maximum can be provided by the user before any loop.
However, LLVM IR can still be any arbitrary control flow graph (CFG). It could be in theory
realized as a sequential code with “if” and “while” statements, according to the Böhm-Jacopini
theorem [BJ66], but the theorem does not come with an efficient algorithm.
We found the following projects that are tackling this problem of compiling LLVM IR to languages
using high-level control flow operators only (no goto):
• Emscripten, the LLVM IR-to-JavaScript compiler uses the “Relooper” algorithm [Zak11].
This algorithm is quite complex, and also introduces a significant performance penalty.
• LLVM WebAssembly backend with its “Stackifier” algorithm 6 . Of comparable complexity, it
also introduces the same performance penalty in the worst case (if the CFG is “irreducible”).
Moreover, it requires multi-level break statements, which we would have to emulate with
additional variables.
On top of that, since LLVM does not have loop instruction such as for or while, we still need to
recognize a loop. It turns out this is a very difficult questions as compilers can be very creative
with their optimisation techniques. Over the last decade, the compilers have started to implement
a number of aggressive optimizations such as:
6 https://medium.com/leaningtech/solving-the-structured-control-flow-problem-once-and-for-all-5123117b1ee2
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• split a loop (loop fission, loop splitting, loop un-switching)
• merge loops (loop fusion)
• swap inner and outer loops (loop interchange)
• rewrite nested loops (loop skewing, loop nest optimization)
• etc...

3.3

Decompilation algorithm

Because of all these problems, our solution supports only control-flow graphs that can be obtained
by compiling a C99 code without goto, break, continue, and return statements, using no aggressive
optimisation. In this case, control flow instructions such as if, for, while and do would usually
fall into two possible patterns having a basic block ending with a conditional instruction. We call
them loop pattern and conditional pattern.
In order to identify in which pattern we are, we look at the least common ancestor of the conditional
instruction (in the inverted shortest path tree, starting from the next LLVM return statement)
which represent the end of the loop or condition. Then by looking at the children of the conditional
instruction, we can say which pattern it is. Note that the least common ancestor can be found
efficiently using Tarjan’s off-line lowest common ancestor algorithm [GT83], the complexity being
linear in the number of edges and vertices.
In fact because of short-circuit evaluation semantics (for instance depending on left expression in
AND and OR operators), more complex patterns can appear, but the general idea is to check
whether we match one of the two patterns and if not, we perform code duplication.

3.4

Testing

In order to validate our construct, we have implemented a test engine that is able to execute an
arithmetic circuit. It does the following:
1. Look at test cases defined in the test folder
2. Compile source code and execute the compiled executable using the input files
3. Use isekai to generate the arithmetic circuit
4. Interpret the circuit using the same inputs
5. Check that the outputs are the same as with the program execution
This way we can ensure the circuit is a true representation of the program. We have currently
66 test cases checking many different C or C++ features. Moreover, a test case can have several
inputs in order to validate different behaviors.

3.5

Memory access

In LLVM, variables can be changed via allocations on the stack as memory is not following SSA.
This means we need to support pointers and dynamic array indices. When we try to access a
memory location pointed by a non constant value, our first implementation was to check every
possible memory address (for an array it would be all elements of the array). This solution is not
efficient and induces a cost linear in the memory size every time the memory is accessed (for read
or write), although we were able to improve a bit the performances as explained below in section
4.3.
5
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Taking advantage of R1CS

4.1

Introduction

Since the constraints are living in a finite field, there are several ways to express the same constraint,
and surprisingly this can slightly affect the performance of the zero-knowledge scheme. Similarly,
eliminating linear constraints (which are not bi-linear), although it effectively reduce the number
of constraints, can sometimes degrade performance. So one must carefully check whether an
optimisation is really improving the performance.

4.2

Advanced arithmetic

Working at the constraints level can sometimes provide some shortcuts. This is the case for
instance when one writes a division (in the native field) as a multiplicative constraint. Following
this principle, we added divide gates for field division and also for integer division. This allowed
us to support division and modulo operators in C and C++, for both signed and unsigned types.

4.3

Dynamic memory

In order to model memory access where both the memory and the pointer are variables depending
on the inputs of the program, i.e they are not constant values, we were checking for all possible
memory locations the pointer could address. This resulted into 3 ∗ n constraints if n is the memory
size.
We were able to improve over this first implementation by introducing a new gate that we call
arithmetic split.
A-Split Gate
Given input b ∈ Fp and a non-null integer n s.t. b < n < p, the a-splitn gate outputs n wires
b0 , ...bn−1 that are all zero, except bk = 1 when k = b. This gate can be implemented using n + 2
constraints:
• n constraints saying that outputs are booleans (0 or 1)
P
• one constraint expressing that the outputs are all null except one ( i bi = 1)
P
• one constraint stating that the non-null element corresponds to b ( i i ∗ bi = b).
Using this gate, we can effectively compute a[b], where a is an array of size n, using 2 ∗ n + 2
constraints, as shown in figure 3
There is still room for improvement as you can see below, but the following optimisations are not
yet implemented into isekai.
The first point that one would notice is that we are using two constraints that are not bi-linear
but only linear, so it is possible to combine them and reduce the overall number. With this small
improvement we can get down to n constraints for the arithmetic split:
bi ∗

i−1
X

bk = 0, i = 1, .., n − 1

k=0

X

bi = 1

i

A better optimisation is to use binary-search techniques. Binary search usually does not work well
with constraint systems as we need to track both branches, so effectively doubling the halving...
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Figure 3: Using a-split gate for array look-up
However here the trick is that an array of size two can be accessed by only one constraint, so one
constraint can halve an array in two arrays, giving in total 1 + 2 + 4 + ... + 2q = 2q+1 constraints
where q is the bit length of n. That means that instead of 2n constraints with the arithmetic split
gate, we can achieve something between n and 2n, depending on how close n is to a power of 2.

4.4

Constant array

When the input array is constant, the previous technique generates n constraints. However we
can take advantage of the array being of constant values to reduce the cost even more, by using
polynomials.
4.4.1

Evaluating olynomials

First let’s see how we can evaluate a polynomial using bi-linear constraints system. A basic
observation is that monomials can be trivially computed from their previous monomial: xk =
x ∗ xk−1 , which means a polynomial can be computed by at most n − 1 constraints where n is the
polynomial’s degree.
The idea then is to lower the degree of the polynomial by doing Euclidian division. With the
constraint P − R = B ∗ Q, we can compute polynomial P using lower degree polynomials R, B and
Q. If we keep repeating this process with the results of Euclidian division, we can constantly reduce
the overall degree of the resulting polynomials. We observe here there is a race condition on the
number of constraints, increasing with the number of divisions and polynomials, and decreasing
with the degree of the polynomials. It turns out we can
√ win this race, the minimum
√ of constraints
being obtained when the resulting degree is close to n, giving approximately 2 n constraints.
4.4.2

Array look-up

Going back to√our initial problem of doing an array look-up for a constant array a of size n, it can
be done in O( n) by using the polynomial of degree n-1 s.t. P (i) = a[i] for all i = 0...n − 1
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4.5

Native field arithmetic

Enabling ZKP for generic computations is a noble cause, however ZKP are often used in the context
of cryptography context, which means doing arithmetic over a field of large prime order. If one
wanted to do this with isekai, one would need to implement big integers in C or C++, as we only
support integer types. Since everything at the end is getting translated into arithmetic over a big
prime field, it does not sound right to convert big integers into integers, and then convert them
back into big integers.
We have decided to avoid such overhead by having a custom type for which isekai will not perform
any overflow checks. Using this type, called Nagai, one can model the arithmetic over the underlying
field of the chosen zero-knowledge scheme. As an example, we have implemented basic elliptic curve
operations in a C++ header so that doing a elliptic curve multiplication for any curve can be done
as easily as this:

{
#include "nagai/ecc.hpp"
struct NzikInput {
Nagai* a;
Nagai* b;
Nagai* c;
};
struct Output {
Nagai* x;
};
extern "C" {
void outsource(struct NzikInput *, struct Output *);
};
void outsource(struct NzikInput *input, struct Output *output)
{
Field x = Field::copy_from(input->a);
Field y = Field::copy_from(input->b);
ECC c(40962,1);
ECCPoint g = c.NewPoint(x,y);
output->x = (Nagai*)(g.Multiply(Field::copy_from(input->c)).x);
}
}

Listing 1: Elliptic curve point multiplication for isekai

This sample code, doing point multiplication for a given curve, generates 3,564 constraints. As a
comparison, the handcrafted optimizations for a dedicated curve made by the talented Zcash team
resulted in 3,252 constraints [HBHW19]
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5

ZKP Benchmarks

This results presented in this section are taken from [DK19].

5.1

Integrating with multiple ZKP systems

isekai generates R1CS from source code in J-R1CS json format [Dre19]. Integration with ZKP
systems is done via a library that reads the file and converts it for the interface used by each ZKP
library. We have built two of such libraries, one in C++ and one in Rust, so that interfacing with
the ZKP libraries is done easily using their native programming language.
The ZKP systems that we integrate with are the following:
• libsnark, which gives [Gro16] and [BSCTV13] schemes
• dalek using [BBB+ 17] scheme
• libiop for [AHIV17] and [BSCR+ 18] schemes

5.2

Benchmark setup

We have compared all the ZK schemes supported by isekai using identical arithmetic circuits. This
gives consistent results, although there may still be some implementation issues, compiling options
or system settings (such as curve choice) that can affect the results.
The computer used was a Lenovo T580 laptop with an i7–8550U processor (base frequency @ 1.80
GHz, turbo @ 4.00 GHz), 32 GB RAM and a 1 TB SSD hard drive. Note that for computations
involving the most constraints, the entire memory was used and the system had to swap, which
obviously affected performance.
The results are plotted against the number of constraints.

5.3

Primitives

We used 3 primitives, with different input sire, as input for the benchmark. We call them conditional, median and hash. They are summarized in the table below.
The first computation is simply doing extensive dynamic memory access (think of a[b[i]]). Internally, isekai uses many conditionals (ifs) to handle this, and the number of conditions grows
linearly with the array size. The tests are named cond10, cond100 and cond1000, with array
sizes 10, 100 and 1000 respectively. Cond1000 has more than 6 million constraints. This shows
the limitation of the current implementation, even if the benchmark was run before we implemented the optimisations of section 4.3 and does not benefit from it. The current version of isekai
generates 66043 and 4267258 constraints, for cond100 and cond1000 respectively, a 22% and 32%
improvement, getting close to the theoretical 33% (from 3n to 2n).
The second computation is simply sorting an array and returning the median. The sorting involves
many comparisons that are not ZKP friendly. As a result, we could not perform the test of sorting
an array of 1,000 elements because it generated more than 5 million constraints. This once again
shows the limitation of the current implementation. The tests are named med10 and med100
with array sizes of 10 and 100 respectively.
Finally, for the third test, we have selected a widely-used function: a sha256 computation. While
the first two tests show isekai’s limitations, this one shows how powerful isekai can be. To implement
a zero-knowledge proof of a sha256 computation, we simply took the first C++ implementation we
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Table 1: Circuit and R1CS
Name
cond10
cond100
cond1000

Circuit*

R1CS*

Constraints

Witnesses

Dynamic memory access
0.2
0.4
1,767
6.7
40.8
85,745
600.0
4,181.0
6,266,234

1,745
85,461
6,263,354

med10
med100

0.2
24.1

Sorting an array
0.4
4,752
77.2
506,502

4,646
495,326

h32
h128
h512
h1024

sha256 computation
4.2
55.6
41,210
13.0
502.0
145,061
43.3
2,640.0
481,091
85.5
7,060.0
904,058

40,958
144,403
478,906
899,843

* size in MB
found on the web and modified it slightly to make it compatible with isekai — the changes were
easy and straightforward. Then, using isekai, we were immediately able to produce a proof of a
hash computation for all proof schemes. The tests are named h32, h128, h512 and h1024 and
compute the sha256 of a byte array of size 32, 128, 512 and 1024, respectively. h1024 generates
around 1 million constraints.

5.4

Proof Time

We start by looking at proof times. We see that Ligero has a very good performance, comparable
to those of zk-SNARKs even without a trusted setup. However, it did not work on the last two
tests, those with many constraints, for which we kept getting an ‘out of memory’ error. This may
be due to the implementation, because we had to implement some padding regarding the number
of variables and this has an impact on both performance and stability.
The graph does not always show an increase, meaning that the number of constraints is not the
only factor affecting performance. The complexity of the constraints is also important.

5.5

Results: Proof and Trusted Setup Sizes

Next, we look at proof and trusted setup sizes. Bulletproof has the lowest performance overall in
the previous chart but we see here that its proof size stays really low, considering that it does not
require a trusted setup. This leaves room for a trade-off between proof size and proof time.
The proof size of zk-SNARKs is extremely small and constant: 209 bytes for the Groth16 scheme
and 437 bytes for BCTV14a. However, the size of the trusted setup grows rapidly, up to 12 gb for
6 million constraints. Note that this is the raw data, and it turns out that this data compresses
very well. One can expect a 10:1 ratio when compressing a trusted setup.
We also see that Ligero’s performance comes at a cost: its proof size is much higher than that of
Bulletproof (4 to 6 kb) and Aurora (200 to 600kb).
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Plot 1: Proof Time
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Plot 2: Proof Size vs. Trusted Setup
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Plot 3: Size of Trusted Setup
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Plot 4: Verification Time
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5.6

Results: Verification Time

Finally, we look at the verification time, which is shown in Plot 4. It follows the same pattern
as the proving time but is always significantly faster. As noted before, dynamic memory access is
currently not handled efficiently in isekai, which results in slow verification times for the cond1000
computation.

5.7

Conclusion

In conclusion, there is no overall winner: all proof systems have different pros and cons, different
properties and different security assumptions. As long as issues related to trusted setup size and
generation are handled, zk-SNARKs clearly have the best performance. Bulletproofs manage an
impressively small proof size without trusted setup, and Aurora has a faster proof time and is
quantum resistant.
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Summary and future work

We explained the need for compiling computer programs into the low-level language used by zeroknowledge systems and how we implemented an LLVM fronted. As the main contribution of
this paper, we identified problems for interfacing with LLVM and implemented solutions to them.
Moreover we showed how isekai can be used for consistent benchmarking of different zero-knowledge
proof schemes.
During this project we identified several directions of future work. We would like to add support for
additional high level languages having LLVM support, for example Rust. We would like to integrate
with more ZKP systems and implement the optimisations we found. Finally we would also like to
improve LLVM integration to enable recursion and pointer casting, identify LLVM optimisations
that do not break our decompilation algorithm, look at memory handling of [BSCG+ 13], implement
a WebAssembly frontend and support FHE and MPC schemes.
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